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Foreword

At the time this Standard was approved the ANSI C136 committee was composed of the following members:

Acuity Brands Lighting
Alabama Power Company
American Electric Lighting
Atlas Lighting Products, Inc.
California Lighting Technology Center University of California, Davis
CIMCON Lighting
City of Kansas City, Missouri
City of Los Angeles, Bureau or Street Lighting
Cree, Inc.
Current, Powered by GE
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E J Kramer Consulting LLC
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GE Lighting Solutions
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GreenStar Products, Inc.
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Hancock Consulting
Hapco
Holophane, An Acuity Brands Company
Howard Lighting
Hubbell Lighting, Inc.
Inovus Solar
Intelligent Illuminations Inc.
Intermatic Incorporation
InterTek
Itron, Inc,
JEA
Kauffman Consulting, LLC
LED Roadway Lighting Ltd.
Legrand, North America
Leotek Electronics USA Corp
Light Smart
Littlefuse, Inc.
Mississippi Power
National Grid
OSRAM SYLVANIA, Inc.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
PNNL
PSEG Power
Radian Research, Inc.
Ripley Lighting Controls LLC
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ROAM/DTL
SELC Ireland Limited
Sensus, A Xylem Brand
Signify
South Carolina Electric & Gas
StressCrete Group
Sunrise Technologies, Inc., FP OLC
TE Connectivity
Telematics Wireless
Telensa
Utility Metals Division of Fabricated Metals, LLC
Valmont Industries, Inc.
Vandal Shields
Westire Technology Limited
Xcel Energy
1 Introduction

1.1 The core of any networked control system is the network of field devices, which are fundamentally producers and consumers of data that exchange information with each other in various ways. Field device networks always include controllers that turn on and off streetlight systems lights and perhaps adjust lighting lumen levels, as well as monitor performance, all according to an internal program. Controllers route data to and from gateways, which at minimum act as communication bridges to outside networks, but may also provide other system functions.

1.2 Field device networks are accessed and managed remotely by a central management system, which facilitates user interaction, typically through graphical user interfaces, and typically consolidates, and stores retrieved data. These systems communicate to field device networks through one or more backhaul communication networks, which may take various forms (including wired and wireless).

2 Scope

2.1 This Standard defines the minimum requirements for wireless networked lighting controllers (NLC) intended for use with roadway and area lighting systems.